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III - HIGHLIGHTS

Cotton harvesting is done primarily by two

means; hand and machine. The relative merits
of each method has been studied and comparisons
made. Field losses are the outstanding factor
against mechanical harvesting of cotton. An aver

age field loss for mechanical harvesters is 48.2
1bs. of seed cotton per acre more than hand pickers.
This amounts to $3.61 per bale basing the lint cot
ton prices on November 21st. close and less the
cost of hand. picking the 48.2 Ibs. of seed cotton
at �3.00 per 100 Ibs. Machine picked cotton was

found to be .49 of one grade lower than hand picked
cotton. Machine picked cotton for October ginned
an average of 2% higher than hand picked cotton.

Fourty inch row spacing proved superion for
machine harvesting in Pinal County. Flat furrows
and flat ridges are the most effective for the
heavier soils while flat furrows and pointed ridges
are more practical in light soils. Borders are

unadvisable but are not a stumbling block for mech
anical harvesters. Weed control is of utmost im
portance.

Chemical defoliation very definatly holds a

place in the cotton mechanization program provided
such practices are not too harmful to the fibers.

There is a definate need for an operators
training �chool. This can best be done in coopera
tion with the impliment dealers selling the machines.
Machine maintenance and recommended modifications
should be included.

Attitudes of the majority of skeptical persons
have changed considerably because of the good work
done by machines this year.

By getting cooperation from many of the gins it
was possible to materially increase the grade of
cotton produced. New equipment mayor may not prove
of value, however indications show such equipment
favorable for future operations.

New machines are rapidly comming on the market.
International Harvester and Rust pickers were used
conunercially this year. The Allis Chalmers and
John Deere pickers will probably be in production
for next year.



IV - COTTON MECHANIZATION

A Cotton Mechanization program was introduced
this year in Arizona by the Agricultural Extension
Service. The purpose of this program was to

(1) Study mechanical harvester operation to
determine the causes of variation in perform
ance of all the machines,

(2) Familiarize an Extension Agent with the
mechanics of mechanical harvester operation
in order that advice can be given in that
line,

(3) Determine the best cultural practices for
mechanical harvester operation, and

(4) To plan a program which will fulfill the
purpose and advance mechanical harvesting of
cotton in Arizona.

The program was undertaken, mindful of the growers
needs and the best possible way he could be aided
by such a program.

During the cotton harvesting season of this
year there was an acute shortage of hand pickers,
much careless and wasteful hand picking, poorly
organized groups of farmers, and some Union agita
tion. Of necessity many cotton growers turned to
mechanical harvesting as a means to end this bottle
neck. To those who were fortunate enough to secure

mechanical harvesters the bottleneck was somewhat
overcome and for the major portion of the season,
efforts were directed by the Itinerant Assistant
Agent to better the operation of these machines,
and to see that more care was taken in ginning
mechanically harvested cotton. Difficulties in
ginning mechanically picked cotton were observed,
their causes located and a study of the picker
operation was made wHich usually resulted in a
means of correcting those difficulties. This re

sulted in more efficient operation, less trouble
at the gin, higher grade and greater monetary re

turn for the growers.

There was much concern over the amount of cot
ton lost in the fields following mechanical harvester
operation. This lead to a comparison study of hand
and machine pickers. Twenty fields were chosen, ten



of which were picked by hand and ten of which were

picked by machine. Gleanings were taken on fifty
feet of row per field at five different locations
to get a more accurate crossection of field condi
tions and differences in picking habits of the
hand pickers. The gleanings were weighed and the
quantities lost per acre were calculated. This
survey included both first and second pickings.
An average was determined for all the fields studied.
The loss per acre for machine picked cotton was 48.2
lbs. more than for hand picked.*l In first picking
cotton, the losses per acre varied with hand picked
from 29.5 Ibs. per acre to 262.3 lbs. For machine
picked cotton the variation was from 28.05 Ibs. to
339.3 lbs. of seed cotton lost per acre. For fields
under second picking conditions, losses per acre
varied from 24 Ibs. to 100 lbs •..of seed cotton per
acre for machine picked and 110 lbs. to 169.5 lbs.
for hand picked; a reversal of fields undergoing
first picking. These results.would not come close
to what an approximation or estimate would be, due
primarily to two things; first, the apparent leav
ing of the cotton in the bolls resulting from tag
ging; and second, the apparently larger portion
of cotton lost on the ground. The tagging often
leaves a portion of a bo.Ll i.of cotton, usually one

fifth, strung out and dangling. This quantity left

Of these two fields it is obvious which has
been picked by machine and which by hand.
What is not obvious is that the loss in the
hand picked field is 3.35� higher that in
the machine picked field.

*1 There were such extreme variations to glean
ings taken, picking efficiencies and field conditions
t�at the value above is not a true representation nor

even a good average. It is an arbitrary number reachw
from these studies and the only one to be used in
later referances.



is usually overestimated and is often less than

quantities left by hand pickers who leave an equal
portion of a boll but since it is not tagged it
appears to be picked. The apparently larger ground
loss for machine is somewhat due to the camouflaging
effect of dried leaves and dirt which mix in well
with cotton when a picking sack is dragged over it.

A follow up study to determine the grades of
the cotton taken from the respective fields showed
an average of .49 of one grade lower for machine
picked cotton than for hand picked cotton. A con

siderably narrower margin between the grades of
machine and hand picked cotton was noted in areas

where the gins were more cooperative and the mech
anical pickers were under closer observation from
the county agents office. Maximum grade variation
by gin between hand and machine picked cotton was

1.33 grades. The mi�imum variation by gin was

.125 grades. This latter figure is a good indica
tion of what can be done by cooperation. The gin
ners are an integral part of cotton mechanization.

Earlier season harvesting found a greater
variation between hand and machine picked fields.
The reasons were due chiefly to the higher per
centage of trash and green leaves picked by the
machines in the earlier part of the season result
ing from lack of experience and knowledge of owners

and operators of the mechanical harvesters. Later
post frost conditions show a surprisingly narrower

margin in grade due in part to greater skill and
knowledge in machine picker operation, because of
the carelessness of many hand pickers, and to the
nature of the mechanical harvester which has a sur

prisingly good burr extracting characteristic.

Theoretically and according to other state's
observations, the higher the yield the greater the
picking efficiencies. In Arizona it has been f�und
tnat the picking percentage remains fairly cons�ant
from 3/4 bale to 2 bale per acre cotton. In fields
of higher yield there is no correlation of picking
percentages. Some fields showed a lower picking
efficiency due to rank stalks and loose cotton which
was readily knocked on the ground while other fields
showed an increase in picking efficiency. In com

parison, hand pickers showed a very definite lower
picking efficiency in fields of higher yields.
More worY: will be done in this line.

Ginning percentage for machine pickers in
October averaged 36.5% whereas the ginning percent
age of hand pickers was 34.5�.



The reason why hand picked cotton has a lower
ginning percentage. Sample of hand picked
cotton is on the left, machine picked on right.

The cost of picking by machine in relation to
hand picking cost is one phase which farmers seem

particularly interested. As a result of a complete
comparison study was made which necessarily included
a cost analysis of the mechanical cotton harvester.
In making a cost analysis a 500 hour per year har
vesting time on the tractor was used. The yield
for fields being picked by mechanical harvester
was taken as one bale per acre. Initial cost of
the International Harvester picker is $8772.00,
including sales tax. This figure includes the priCe
of a Farmall M. Tractor which is priced at $2463.30,
or leaving the picker attachments vallued at �6308.40.*2

Fixed Cost for Picker Attachment

Depreciati�n 20% X �6308.40
Interest (4%or!value) 2% X 6308.40
H. I. T. . 1% X 6308.40
(Housing, Insurance, Taxes)

Fixed Cost f0r Tractors

1261.63
126.16
63.08

$1450.87

Depreciation 10% x $2463.30
Interest (4%orivalue) 2% x 2463.30
H. I. T. . 1% x 2463.30

246.33
49.27
24.63

$320.23

!x320.23 • $160.12
-----------------------------

*2. This price is the total price of a picker
less the price of a Farma11 M. Tractor, not the price
(sale price) of a picking unit.



Change-Over Cost

Part s (estimate)
Labor - 32 man hours at $1.00

$50.00
�2.00,2.00

Fixed cost for Picker attachment
Fixed cost for Tractor
Change-over cost

Total annual fixed cost

@ 509 hours operation 1692.99
500

$ 1450.87
160.12
82.00

$ 1692.99

• $3.39 per hour
Hourly fixed cost.

'

I

Operating Costs

Fuel consumption - 2.6 gph
Spindle lubricants - 2 qts
Tractor oil
Wetting agent
Tractor lubricants
Parts

at 19¢ (24¢-5¢ re�Qte�49
per hr @ 13¢ .26

.

.03

.03

.01
�
,1.-22

Labor

Operator (average)
Service
Repair

$1.25
.38
�
�gg

Seasonal Overhaul $1.21
Total Hourly Costs

Fixed costs
Operating costs
Labor
Seasonal Overhaul

$3.39
1.22
1.88
1.21
$7.70

For first &ear operation (2.0 mph) in 40" rows
and allowing 15% for turning and dumping the picker
covers .70 acres per hour. In second gear (2.9mph)
1.02 acres per hour can be covered.

Field losses for machine picked cotton above
that for hand picked cotton was 48.2 Ibs per acre.
Cost of picking at $3.00 per 100 Ibs.-------$1.45
34.5% of 48.2 yields 16.4 Ibs lint,

16.4 Ibs at 29.73¢ (close of Nov.21,1949) $4.88
Seed credit @ 5.50 bale .18

,

$5.06



$5.06 - $1.45 = $3.61 Net Field losses of machine
picking above hand picking. On 1 1/32 cotton there
is 58.8 points (.49 x 120) difference between hand
and machine picked cotton. At 5¢ per point per bale
this is a loss of $2.94.

Compiling the Costs:

First Gear

Total costs �= $7.55 per bale1.02
Field loss 3.61= $3.61 per bale
Grade loss � per bale
Price for picking�
Hand Picking Costs

500 lbs._ 1450 lbs. cotton seed required34.5 %

Second Gear

per bale

per bale
��� per bale

At 13.00 per 100 lbs. $43.50
First Gear Second Gear

Hand Picking 43.50 Hand-Picking 43.50
Machine Picking 17.15 Machine Pt.ckf.ng 17.55
Net Savings by using machine 29.40 27.95

32.4 � the cost of hand 'pick- 40.4% the cost of
ing. hand picking.

For custom picking the cost to the farmer is
$2.25 per 100 1bs. Seed cotton.

At 36.5% the Picking cost is
Field loss
Grade loss

Total price paid

Hand Picking
Custom Picking .

Net gain by having custom

$30.80 per bale
3.61 per bale
� per bale
J3{.)5 per bale

f43.50 per bale

3t.i5 per bale
pickers. 5 per bale

This figure varies considerably with different
custom pickers. Advice to the growers has been given
by the County Agricultural Agents office on whether
or not such operations are profitable.



Cultural Practices

From this years experience it is without ques
tion that cultural practices are a very important
part of a cotton mechanization program. With the
commercial cotton pickers available to the growers,
a 40" row spacing is superior. Narrower spacing
(36".and 38") results in considerable loss from the
brushing action of the picker drum and wheel guard on

adjacent row. Narrower spacing also obstructs the
view of the driver to a certain extent, therefore
causing some loss from getting off the row and strik
ing the plants. With the 42" spacing, the loss
occurs largely in the "breaking row" where the inside
of the right wheel guard brushes against the unpicked
row.

In the heavier soils in Arizona it is not uncom

mon to observe irrigation furrows up to a mile in
length. Obviously such practices require large fur
rows. Such furrows effect to a considerable extent
the operation of mechanical pickers, often-times
making it nearly impossible to stay on the row, a
a very important consideration in mechainical har
vesting. Experience this year indicates that much
can be gained by having a broad furrow, as flat as

possible and still will convey the water satisfactorily.
The ridges also vary with soil types. Again for the
heavier soils, it is more satisfactory to have a flat
ridge whereas in the lighter soils, it is of consider
able advantage to have the pointed ridge. It is im
portant to get the most efficiency from the picker,
to have the picker drum as low as possible. Pointed
ridges in the heavier soils often results in picking
up clods which frequently cause breakdowns when they
pass through the picking unit. Borders are not too
satisfactory mainly because twice as many rows need
to be over run prior to being picked than in the fur
row method.

One of the more important aspects of cotton
mechanization which cannot be delved into lightly, is
the problem of weed control. There have been num

erour instances when the familiar "grassy bale" has
resulted from insufficient or ineffective weed con

trol practices. With the increase in mechanization

possibilities, growers must seek better means of
week control for next year than have been practiced
this year. Check row planting is one possibility
which will also eliminate the thinning operation and
conserve seed. As ye� however, there has been little
in favor of check row planting for week control pur
poses. It is doubtful whether flaming could be





Mechanical harvesting is more adaptable to
defoliated rather than undefoliated cotton. Picking
efficiencies of mechanical harvesters are much higher
in defoliated fields. Leaf stain is a serious con

sideration when picking in undefoliated cotton. How
ever, even with inexperienced operators, leaf stain
was not a major cause of lower grades. Ginning per
centages for defoliated cotton is considerably higher
than for undefoliated cotton. Though as yet there is
no information on what effect defoliation has on yield,
staple length, fiber strength and seed properties,
It might be assumed that such considerations may prove
defoliation unprofitable. Some ginners prefer to have
cotton which has not been chemically defoliated because,
unless 80% leaf drop is experienced there is higher
trash content and consequently lower grades resulting
from cotton that has been defoliated.

General

From various sources there has been much concern

about the abilities and limitations of the mechanical
pickers. From proper operation in undefoliated cotton
there is a considerable lower picking efficiency due
primarily to the looseness and wide spacing of the
compression plates. Operating under these conditions
it has been observed that as much as five percent
more cotton is left on the plant than under normal
operating conditions in defoliated cotton. This,
however, is not of much concern since 50% or more of
the opened cotton which is left, will be harvested
in the next harvesting operation. Questions concern

ing the possibilities of repicking a row led to
studies which showed that 4 to 5% more cotton would
be harvested. Obviously this quantity would not war
rant any such operation. For fields of low yield
which has considerable "bollie" cotton the percentage
picked is very low. In one instance it was estimated
that nearly 50% of the cotton was left in the field.
Inspection of the field showed the reason for the
large percentage being left was due to the condition
of the cotton. The locks were tight in the boll and
did not hold together sufficiently to be picked by a

spindle. This field had suffered from lack of water.
Obviously, mechanical harvesting by spindle type mach
ines in such fields as this uneconomical and advised
against by the agent.

The quantity of land a grower should have before
investing in a cotton harvester is of considerable
importance. Assuming a yield of one bale per acre,
figures show that it is practical to have as little
as fifty acres, however, in the uncertainty of



agricultural prices, cotton acreage allotments, govern
ment parity, and the possibility of improved designs,
it is recommended by this office that 150 acres of one

bale cotton be a minimum.

The operator of the mechanical cotton harvester
is perhaps the most important single factor in the
success of mechanical harvesting. It has been found
that for successful and efficient operation, that the
operator must not only be well acquainted with the
operating principles, but must recognize the need of

.

adjustments and have the proper knowledge and skill
to make them. A responsible character is of utmost
importance, because adjustments must be made for almost
every field. Proper schooling through the selling
agencies of the machines has proven invaluable in this
area� By' encouraging the growers to first select a

responsible person, school him, and then let him gain
experience, better operators have been attained than
when experience was a prerequisite to operation.
Next year further knowledge will be given' growers and
operators about new findings and also a review of
operating principles. It will be the responsibility
of the extension service to see that these schools are

established and properly maintained. Such schools
will be invaluable to the mechanization program'.

The newness of mechanical harvesters has brought
with it new problems of maintainance and repair. The
County Agent's office has insisted that the selling
agency have a follow-up program on each machine to see
that malfunctioning equipment be replaced, that break
age resulting from malfunctioning equip�ment be_repaired,
that periodic maintainance inspections be given and
that the operator be properly broken in. This does not
mean, however, that the company should be responsible
for that machine longer t:i.!an what is necessary to
assure normal operation. The margin of profit on

these machines is such that it is economically feasible
to carryon a program of this type for only a limited
period.

The engineers and designers of the cotton harvester
have thus far concerned themselves chiefly with the
producing of machines which would pick cotton with
little concern about the operators conveniences. Sev
eral modifications can be made which will aid the
operators. This includes relocation of certain con

trols, additional means of visual check on operations
and other means of lessening the fatigue of the drivers.
Grade is also improved by such minor modifications such
as shimming out the left hand side of the basket and

removing the paint from the compression plates.
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A familiar sight in Pinal
County. The gins could
not keep up with the cot
ton picked.

Obstructions such as

this ditch prevent
proper turning and
results in much end
waste. Wise farmers
will not include wide
turning rows in their
acreage allotments

Because of the influence of op1n1on, a few words
along that line are necessary to explain some of the
setbacks experienced in mechanical harvester adaption
in Pinal County. In previous years, mechanical har
vesting has resulted in cotton with a high moisture
and trash content. Besided these undesired properties,
field losses were high, leaf stain was a serious pro
blem and roping of the seed cotton caused considerable
trouble in the ginning operation. With these unfavor
able conditions in addition to as much as three grade
losses of mechanically harvested cotton, many lasting
opinions were made. Ginners attempted to discourage
machine harvesting to save themselves the trouble
which accompanied machine picked cotton. Many farmers
who had bought machines were using them to a limited
extent, some even abandoned their machines entirely.

I

Farmers without machines considered themselves fortun
ate to not have invested in a picker along with making
their own opinions on the feasibility of mechanical
harvesting. Custom picking was unheard of. Above all,
too few people knew anything about mechanical harvester
operation to properly adjust the machine for half way
efficient operation. During this year the oPinions of
most people have changed considerably but only through
concrete proof that mechanical harvesting could compare
favorably with hand harvesting. The opinions of others
still wouldn't change even if facts and figures were



laid before them. Owners of machines purchased this
·year have profited considerably. Some ginners have

cooperated with growers picking by machine and helped
materially to increase the grade by doing so.

There has been an influx of custom pickers in
Pinal County this year. Some have proven to be very
good. The cost of custom picking is $2.25 per 100
pounds of seed cotton picked. At this price there is
a monetary advantage to the growers having their cotton

picked by good custom pickers. Other custom pickers
with poor equipment often cause the farmer to lose
money. Such operations are discouraged by the County
Agents office and the farmer informed of his loss.
Poor custom operation is another reason for unpopu
larity of mechanical harvesting.

To a large degree the success of mechanical
harvesting depends upon the gins, however this is far
from the entire solution to mechanical harvesting
problems. Additional drying is essential in the gins
for mechanically harvested cotton picked in green
cotton. Later season operation has found little need
to slow down the gins more for machine picked cotton
than for hand picked cotton to get a comparable grade.
Recleaners have been installed in many gins through
out the cotton belt with very good results. Arizona
has no gins which have recleaners, however. A survey
was conducted and the results of several gins in
California having recleaners, were taken. Hand
picked cotton was increased one full grade and machin�
picked cotton was increased two full grades. Some gins
assessed lO¢ per cwt. of seed cotton for recleaning wh
whereas others found that the speeded up operation
would more than offset the additional costs of opera
tion and pay for the recleaners in a three year period.
All the ginners were very satisfied with their re
cleaners. It is doubtful, however, if recleaner
operations will be profitable for Arizona. The cry
is for better grades and lower prices, but the buyers
find considerable profit in buying the lower grades
of Arizona cotton while the higher grades stand still.
Unless the spinners stop crying "wolf", the efforts
now being directed to higher grades will soon be
turned elsewhere and the spinners will still be try
ing to overcome the extra expenses which accompany
low grade cotton.

The future holds great promise for mechanical
harvesting. With the development of new and larger
machines and with the improvements in the machines
now sold commercially, the cotton industry is one

jump ahead of competing fiber industries. Arizona



seems to be an ideal place for cotton mechanization
because of the long harvesting season which materially
lowers the fixed costs on mechanical harvesters. The
John Deere Company is now working with apparant success

on both a one row and a two row picker.�.Allis Chalmers
will likely release their two row picker in quantities
next season, and the Rust picker, which is currently
undergoing field tests holds considerable promise even

though commercial models in Arizona thus far this sea

son have not proven satisfactory.

If cotton prices drop, which they inevitably
will do, and labor still remains scarce enough to
keep picking prices high which also is a probability,
only by mechanization will cotton be a profitable
agricultural enterprise. Even with the future hold
ing the certainty of lower cotton prices, the outlook
for Arizona cotton farmers is still bright through the
complete mechanization possibilities of the cotton
industry. The mechanical harvester is a great step
forward in producing better cotton at lower prices--
the order of a demanding people.



V - PLAN OF WORK FOR 1950

December - Cotton harvester studies
4-H Leader Training Clinic

January - Continuation of harvester studies on

late season pic�ing.
A Company sponsored dinner will be
planned and growers with mechanical
harvesters will be guests.
Plans will be worked on for test plots
for mechanical harvesters.
4-H Tractor Maintenance

February - Land and Seed-bed preparation studies
for Mechanical harvesters.
Other Mechanization (cotton) aspects,
such as planting, mechanical weed con

trol, etc.
4-H Tractor Maintenance
Contact companies producing mechanical
cotton harvesters.

March - Complete preparations for test plots.
c Outline studies to be made.

Start plans for Mechanical harvester
field days.

April - Observe planting practices and mach
inery to locate means of bettering
planters and planting methods.
Prepare and plant test plots by dif
ferent means and equipment.
4-H Tractor Maintenance.

- Cultural practices of farms observed
and recommendations made.
Irrigation studies started, such as

sprinkler �s furrow vs Border irrigation.
Work on weed control test plots.

- Irrigation studies.
Cultural practices
Late planting studies started.

- Irrigation studies
Weed control
One-half of vacation

- One-half of vacation
Start hand vs machine picking studies.
Follow up studies of different gins.

September- Mechanical harvester studies and aid
to growers.

August



October - Mechanical harvester studies.
Mechanical harvester field day.

November - Mechanical Harvester Studies.



VI - STATEMENT CONCERNING THE WORK OF THE ITINERANT
ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Studies were carried on by the Itinerant
Assistant County Agent on cotton mechanization.
He made several surveys to get pertinant informa
tion on mechanization problems. Personal advice
and assistance was given to growers owning or hir
ing mechanical harvesters. Advice was given to

impliment companies who were very glad to get
such advice and used such advice to better mech
anical harvester operations. A cooperative pro
gram was arranged by the Itinerant Assistant County
Agent whereby growers, impliment dealers, and gin
ning companies cooperated in finding what had to
be done to increase the monetary return to the
growers.

The Itinerant Assistant County Agent attended
a 4-H Tractor Maintenance Clinic in Sacramento,
California. The agent is currently aiding in pre
paring a Leader Training Clinic for 4-H Leaders
in Arizona •.




